Conga Learning Pass

Take learning to the next level with a training subscription.

Unlock access to thousands of self-paced training courses

The Conga Learning Pass is a training subscription service organized around product, process, and role-specific learning plans and offers the ability to demonstrate proficiency through accreditation and certification achievements.

Learners are supported with access to expert-led educational webinars, lab environments, certification preparation resources, and a virtual coach to aid them in discovering the right training at the right time.

Conga Learning Pass features

• Product, process, and persona-based training with role-based learning plans
• Hands-on practice powered by Lab Central
• Expert-led webinars highlighting use cases and best practices
• Self-paced accreditations
• Self-paced routes to Conga Certifications and certification prep resources
• Conga Virtual Coach and Ask the Expert for additional support
• My Team reporting and training management feature

Proven customer success

Customers with training use

48%

more product features than those without

Continuous learning supports the expansion of skills, increases knowledge retention, and provides tools to practice hands-on activities.